
Twin City Liner – exciting journey with high-speed catamaran
The Twin City Liner catamaran connected the two amazing capitals – Vienna (Austria) and Bratislava (Slovakia)
through the Danube River in the year 2006. The best news is that this is the shortest trip between two capitals,
which takes only 75 minutes.
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Bratislava is the city of innovation, fast and precise execution and easy accessibility. One might think that the only advantages of the city

are two nearby airports, with one of their own and another close by in Vienna, great value for money, good quality services in general, the

capacity of centrally located business hotels, their charming atmosphere and amazing hospitality within the Bratislava meetings industry.

Well – to the list of all the advantages, we can easily add the water path to Bratislava from Vienna through the Danube River.

Imagine traveling with the wind in your hair, fast and comfortably. Besides the high standard of traveling with the Twin City Liner, one

would surely appreciate endearing views of the Danube bank with its charming nature and amazing sightseeing. When the weather is sunny

and bright one would definitely enjoy the views on the external decks or in the fully air-conditioned inside deck and in a case of a bad

weather enjoy the comfort of the first class seats, information displays and panoramic windows from the inside.
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The high-speed catamaran offers comfortable transport right from the center of Bratislava from its landing stage on Rázusovo nábrežie
close to the SNP Bridge. Twin City Liner operates only one route but during high season, two boats are usually used so that cruises can

embark several times a day.
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Moreover, did you know that you could rent the exclusive Captain’s Lounge and arrange for a pop-up event to impress your business

partners? 75 minutes is a great opportunity for bonding while traveling at 70 kph at the truly unique ambiance of the charming nature

surrounding you. Take a ride with the Twin City Liner and experience it for yourself!
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